
Make your own custom made origami mobile…. 

In class we will be doing some origami/paper folding.  You may use your 

class-made origami on your final mobile or a combination of class-made 

and “new” (not ones done in class) origami. 

Guidelines for grading 

For a grade of D … complete all of the class-made origami very neatly 

and balance it on a stationary mobile. 

For a grade of C … complete all of the class-made origami and include at least 6 pieces of origami 

(with at least one NON-class made origami) on a well-designed mobile that is free-moving and 

correctly balanced. 

For a grade of B … complete all of the class-made origami, add three “new” 

origami and include at least 8 pieces of origami on a well-designed mobile 

that is free-moving and correctly balanced. 

For a grade of A- … complete all of the class-made origami, add four “new” 

(NON-class made origami) origami designs and make them a part of a well-

designed mobile (for an A-). 

OR  

For a grade of A+ … complete all of the class-made origami, make 

at least 6 “new” origami designs (for an A+) and make them a part of 

a well-designed mobile. 

EXTRA Credit:  Write a one page, typed paper telling how origami 

and geometry are related.  This must be specific to geometry and 

include things that you learned about geometry while working on 

your project.  Include specific examples (and drawings if it helps 

illustrate your point) and sources used when you do your 

research.  (earn up to 10 extra points) 

 

  



Guidelines for grading 

 

 

Category Possible 

Points 

Points 

Awarded 

Comments 

Origami    

Class-made origami 

Neat and complete 

 

# completed =__________ 

40  

 

“new” origami (5 points each) 

Exist (+2) materials used (+1) 

Color (+1) neatness (+1) 

 

# completed =__________ 

30  

 

Mobile    

Type of Mobile 

 Stationary (5 points) 

 Free-Moving (10 

points) 

10  

 

Balance 10   

Neatness 5   

Material Used 5   

Written Paper about Origami 

and Math (extra credit) 
(10)  

 

Total 100   

 

 


